NEUB CSE 321 Lecture 6: Interrupts in 8086
Types of data transfer


Simple I/O – used when timings of I/O device is known(Ex. Collect newspaper leisurely any
time after 8 a.m.)
 Status check I/O – Data transfer done anytime after I/O device says it is ready (Ex. Check
newspaper box and collect newspaper if it is in the box)
 Interrupt driven I/O – data transfer done immediately after I/O device interrupts (Ex. Collect
newspaper when the door bell rings indicating delivery of newspaper)
An interrupt is a procedure that interrupts whatever program is currently executing.

What Happens during interrupt
I.
II.
III.
IV.

Completes the current instruction
Jumps to a subroutine called Interrupt Service procedure
Executes the instruction
Returns back to the interrupted program

Types of interrupt

Interrupt

Hardware interrupts

Software interrupts

Ex. NMI and INTR
pins

Ex. INT n, INT 3, INTO
instructions

Exceptions or Traps
Ex. Divide by zero
error,
Single step interrupt

Interrupt Vector table (IVT)
RAM locations 0 to 003FFH are used to store IVT. It contains 256 Interrupt
Vectors (IV) each of 4 bytes, thus totaling 1024 bytes (1KB) of memory.
Figure 1 shows the interrupt vector table that can hold up to 256 interrupt
vectors. Each vector is saved in CS:IP format in four consecutive bytes in
memory and the vector is identified by the type number (Type 0 to type
255). For example type 0 interrupt is stored in locations 0000H:0000H 0000H:0003H.

8086 Response to interrupt
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At the end of each instruction cycle checks if any interrupt is active. In case
of active interrupt the sequence happens
a. The content of the flag register is pushed to stack
b. The interrupt flag (IF) is cleared to disable INTR input interrupt
c. Trap flag (TF) is reset to disable single step function
d. Content of CS and IP is pushed to stack
Figure 1 Interrupt vector table
e. Interrupt vector is obtained from interrupt vector table and CS and IP
registers are filled
f. Interrupt service procedure is executed
g. The last instruction in the ISP will be IRET which in turn
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i. POP CS and IP
ii. POP Flags
h. Execution returns to interruoted program

8086 Interrupt types
a. Predefined interrupt
b. Software interrupt
c. Hardware interrupt
First 32 interrupts are the predefined interrupts, which Intel uses for some predefined function.
Among these 32 interrupts, first 5 (Type 0 – Type 4) are used in 8086 and rest are reserved for
advanced microprocessors. Every interrupt type in 8086 has an 8-bit Interrupt type number (ITN) or
Interrupt vector number.
The details of each of the type of interrupts are as follows:

Type 0 interrupt is a nonmaskable interrupt.
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Type 2 interrupt happens when a low to high transition occurs in NMI (Non Maskable Interrupt) pin
on 8086
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Table 1 summarizes the interrupts used in Intel X86 processor family.
Table 1Summary of the interrupt vector for X86 processor family
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What is divide by 0 error?
Ex. DIV BL
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Action for divide by 0 error (Type 1)
For divide by 0 error the ITN is 0
1. Push Flags on the stack
2. Reset IE flag (to ensure no further interrupts)
3. Reset T flag (so that ISS is not executed in single step)
4. PUSH CS
5. PUSH IP
6. IP loaded from word location 0 x 4 = 00000H
7. CS loaded from next word location 00002H
Processor makes a branch to the subroutine at location 5678:1234H if the contents of IVT is as
shown in the table above.
Single step interrupt (Type1)
 Single step interrupt happens when TF in the program status word (PSW) is set
 Works one instructions at a time and saves PSW in the stack
 When return restores PSW (with TF set)
Action for Single step interrupt (Type1)
For Single step interrupt the ITN is 1
1. Push Flags on the stack
2. Reset IE flag (to ensure no further interrupts)
3. Reset T flag (so that ISS is not executed in single step)
4. PUSH CS
5. PUSH IP
6. IP loaded from word location1 x 4 = 00004H
7. CS loaded from next word location 00006H
Processor makes a branch to the subroutine at location 5566:3344H as per the IVT
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Action when INT 3 is executed (Type 3)
1. Push Flags on the stack
2. Reset IE flag (to ensure no further interrupts)
3. Reset T flag (so that ISS is not executed in single step)
4. PUSH CS
5. PUSH IP
6. IP loaded from word location 3 x 4 = 0000CH
7. CS loaded from next word location 0000EH
INT 3 is a 1-byte instruction with opcode of CCH
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Action when NMI is activated (Type 2)
NMI is positive edge triggered input
1. Complete the instruction in progress
2. Push Flags on the stack
3. Reset IE flag (to ensure no further interrupts)
4. Reset T flag (so that interrupt service subroutine, ISS, is not executed in single step)
5. PUSH CS
6. PUSH IP
7. IP loaded from word location 2 x 4 = 8 (2 is ITN)
8. CS loaded from next word location (0000AH)
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Overflow interrupt
When OF=1 during operation on two signed numbers, INTO (Interrupt on Overflow) is executed.
Eg:
ADD AX,BX
INTO
Action for INTO instruction (Type 4)
INTO is a 1-byte instruction. For interrupt on overflow the ITN is 4.
1. Do steps 2 to 7 only if Overflow flag is set
2. Push Flags on the stack
3. Reset IE flag and T flag
4. PUSH CS
5. PUSH IP
6. IP loaded from word location 4 x 4 = 00010H
7. CS loaded from next word location 00012H
INTO is equivalent to:
JNO Next
INT 4
Next: ….
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Software interrupt is a 2 byte INT ‘n’ instruction. The n in the instruction specifies the interrupt type
and takes values from 0 to 255.
BIOS (Basic Input and Output Services) interrupts in a PC are popular applications of software
interrupt. BIOS is stored in ROM and directly controls hardware components of PC.
Some of other software interrupts are as below
Component Name
Interrupt
Video Display
INT 10H
Keyboard
INT 16H
Printer
INT 17H
Mouse
INT 33H
Execution of INT n (n=0 to FF)
1. Push Flags on the stack
2. Reset IE flag (to ensure no further interrupts)
3. Reset T flag (so that ISS is not executed in single step)
4. PUSH CS
5. PUSH IP
6. IP loaded from word location n x 4 = say, W
7. CS loaded from next word location W+2
In INT n, which is a 2-byte instruction, n is the ITN. INT n has the opcode CDH
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Software interrupts
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Hardware Interrupts
Hardware interrupts are of two types
1. NMI (Non Maskable Interrupt )
2. INTR (Interrupt Request)

NMI (Non Maskable Interrupt)
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Whenever NMI pin is activated, a type 2 interrupt occurs. A common application of NMI is to save
critical information
a. Power failure
b. Capacitor gives some backup
c. With a type 2 interrupt Information from RAM is stored in Memory
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INTR







External devices requiring immediate attention interrupts microprocessor through this
interrupt
Logic high on INTR pin activates the interrupt
8086 gets interrupt type from external device (8259A priority interrupt controller)
This interrupt is useful to interface slow device with microprocessor
Set or reset IF (Interrupt Flag) bit in PSW
IF is set or reset by STI and CLI instruction

Handling INTR interrupt







8259A can receive interrupt from upto 8 devices (IR0-IR7)
Pass the signal onto microprocessor INTR pin
Microprocessor acknowledge with 2 interrupt-acknowledge operation (Send 2 𝐼𝑁𝑇𝐴 pulse)
The first pulse prepares 8259A to send the type for the interrupt
In the second pulse microprocessor receives the type from 8259A
The microprocessor then performs respective interrupt operation
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Action when INTR is activated
INTR is level triggered input.
1. Complete the instruction in progress
2. Activate INTA o/p twice. In response 8086 receives ITN n instruction from an external device
like 8259 PIC
3. Push Flags on the stack. Reset IE and T flags
4. PUSH CS
5. PUSH IP
6. IP loaded from word location n x 4 = say, W
7. CS loaded from next word location W+2
Processor makes a branch to the subroutine!
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Figure 1 Handling INTR interrupt
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Priority of 8086 interrupts
The priority of interrupts from highest to lowest is as follows
1. Divide by 0 error,
2. INT n
3. INTO
4. NMI
5. INTR
6. Single step interrupt
This means that a simultaneous divide by zero, and NMI/INT/Single-step interrupts cause the
microprocessor to serve divide by zero interrupt first followed by other type of interrupt
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1. What are the basic types of interrupt?
2. What is the difference between NMI and INTR?
3. Explain the execution of
a. Type 0 interrupt
b. Type 1 interrupt
c. Type 2 interrupt
d. Type 3 interrupt
e. Type 4 interrupt
4. During an operation an 8086 got 3 interrupts at a time, NMI, INTR and INT n. What will the
order in which 8086 will give attention?
5. What is the purpose of 8259A?
6. Explain a situation when NMI is useful.
7. What is the total size of interrupt vector table in 8086?
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